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RPP architects

RPP Architects is one of Northern Ireland’s
longest-standing architectural firms with many
award-winning buildings to its name across
a wide range of sectors. RPP Director, Simon
Robinson, brings his creativity, experience,
passion and scrupulous attention to detail to
each and every job. Simon is currently designing
and delivering bespoke homes to clients all over
the UK and his projects have been featured in
many leading interiors magazines.
A thoughtful approach
RPP Architects takes a thoughtful approach to
our private homes, interiors and extensions.
From helping to choose sites and navigate
planning, to ensuring optimum energy efficiency,
we are with our clients on every step of the
journey to their dream home.
We are passionate about the finer details.

We always go that extra step for our clients:
designing fitted furniture and lighting schemes,
advising on interior colours and finishes, as well
as landscaping to ensure the garden is a true
extension of the home.
Your home for you, your family, your life
We appreciate how important the relationship is
between architect and client. Each project is a
collaboration from beginning to end. We aren’t
interested in churning out one identical house
after the other; we want every home to be one
of a kind.
From new-builds to extensions and major
refurbishments, we design for what our clients
need and desire: whether this be open-plan
family space for entertaining and living; Georgian
grandeur or modern simplicity; practical boot
room areas for decluttering the detritus of

family life or kitchen-to-garden living perhaps
with an all-weather BBQ room for the chef of
the house. We design for you, for your home,
your family and your life.
What our clients say
‘Commissioning architect Simon Robinson of
RPP Architects was instrumental to the process. Simon led the project; he is so invested in
what he does. He covered everything, planning
and developing the initial layout and coming up
with ideas for the interior finishes even designing the garden. We’re delighted to have had a
wonderful team behind us. The entire project
has been so enjoyable and now we’re really
getting to enjoy every aspect of living here.’
Sarah Bell.
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